
Moved by Knowledge

CO-EDITION

mediaXXI | Formalpress develops a wide activity in publish-
ing and co-publishing of scientific books, in partnership 
with several international professionals and institutions, spe-
cially universities, from different places. In that sense, and 
following the launch of this service provided by mediaXXI, 
we would like to place our experience at your disposal 
for an eventual publication of a book (edited by you or 
by the academic institution to which it belongs), which 
includes the design, pagination, image edition, proofread-
ing, printing, book marketing and distribution, through an 
affordable investment. 
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In this context, it’s also important to highlight the fact that Media XXI has various 
partnerships, for example with Amazon and Barnes & Noble (among more than 
100 international bookshops spread over several continents, where books can be 
purchased in their printed or digital versions) for the sale and promotion of books, 
which automatically ensures their placement on Amazon, giving high visibility to 
authors at an international level. 

By providing these services of editorial support, we can contribute to the pro-
duction, sharing and dissemination of scientific knowledge in an international 
context. Moreover, beyond the intellectual achievement and satisfaction it 
brings, editing a book is also a good investment and a great way to enhance 
the personal or institutional prestige, and it may even generate new job oppor-
tunities.

Therefore, Media XXI has strong skills that we put at your service, including a 
network of international translators and proofreaders, specialized in media 
and communication sciences that collaborate in the editing and translation 
process.  We also provide a print-on-demand service, as well as author editions 
and custom publishing, including, if requested, the gathering, selection and 

For that purpose, and as an indication, we point out some conditions that 
include all the aforementioned activities, in a turnkey system: proofread-
ing, editing, design, layout, printing, distribution and marketing.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

250 copies - 200 to 400 pages:
Price|1.250 to 1650 euros

500 copies - 200 to 400 pages:
Price|1950 to 2450 euros

Print-on-demand - 200 to 400 pages:
Price| 600 to 1000 euros

Visit us at
www.mediaxxi.com

   Other situations will be studied case by case


